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This Executive Summary falls in two parts: part one provides brief baseline survey and 

situation analysis and thus it deals with two issues: the existing/ current structure of the 

refining sub-sector, and the misalignment between the production of and the demand for 

petroleum products. For this part the study uses compiled detailed monthly data covering a 

period from January 2009 to end October 2016. The second part is a forward looking with 

policy orientation; hence it suggests many thoughts for debate and consideration pertaining to 

the urgently needed realistic refining policy in the country.     

Part one: Refining Structure, Production and Demand Misalignment  

The structure of the Iraqi refining sub-sector has evolved, over many decades, in such a way 

that is currently characterized with multiple core complexes each has some smaller “satellite 

external” refineries linked, administratively, to it. Each core complex was developed 

gradually over the years by adding new capacities in the same location (or province) or by 

modernizing existing capacities or by both: addition and upgrading or modernization.  

 

Chart 1: Core Complex-Satellites Refining Sector (% of Designed Production Capacity-

prior June 2014) 
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The most disadvantageous feature of such refining structure is the chronic misalignment 

between refineries configuration (of different petroleum products) and more dynamic 

domestic demand for various petroleum products; as exhibits in Chart 2 on half-yearly base.  

Chart 2: Petroleum Products’ Supply, Demand (LS) and Balance (RS) 

1H2009-1H2016 (kb) 

 

 
 

As Chart 2 shows there are two distinct sub-periods within the covered study period; the first, 

beginning of 2009 up to end 2013, indicates increasing trend in both production of and 

demand for refining and petroleum products, while the second, from beginning of 2014 to end 

June 2016, shows a reversal of that trend, especially on the production side; indicating the 

apparent impact of Da’esh.  

 

Looking to growth rates for both production of and demand for petroleum products, we could 

get further insights to the misalignment and its implication for future refinery policy or 

expansion. 

The pattern of Production and Demand average half-yearly growth rates was also different. 

During the first period, these rates were 5.1% and 5.9% respectively, then changes to 

dramatically negative territory of -7.5% and -2.8% respectively during the second period. The 

respective half-yearly growth rates during the entire period, from beginning of 2009 to end 

1half 2016, were 0.006% and 2.8%.  

 

Product-based production, demand and their balance reveal where the misalignment lay; and 

thus it is more essential and helpful for refining policy and planning purpose. Chart 3 provides 

a snapshot profile of average half yearly (AHY) configuration of petroleum products in terms 

of production (P) demand (D) and resulting balance (P-D) for the period from first half 2009 

(1H09) to and including first half 2016 (1H16). 
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Chart 3: Configuration of Petroleum Products: Supply, Demand and Balance 

1H2009-1H2016 (kb) 

 

 
 

The most obvious and impacting misalignment (Bal:P-D) are those related to fuel oil 

(surplus), and “Other Products”, Gasoline and Gas/diesel oil (deficit). During 2016, 

production of LPG, Kerosene, Naphtha and Condensates exceeds domestic demand and thus 

began marked exports.   

Product-based production/ demand comparison (or misalignment) during the period from 

January 2009 to end August 2016 is addressed by divided the period into two sub-periods: the 

first covers the years 2009 to 2015 while the second covers the first eight months of 2016, 

(the average monthly data in thousand barrel per month-kbm). The first sub-period is “prior to 

2016” with two sets of data regarding production (PMP) and demand (PMD); while the 

second is during 2016 labeled “8M16” and also for production (P) and Demand (D); as 

illustrated in chart 4. 

Chart 4: Product-based Production/Demand Comparison-kbm 
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Again, the most striking misalignment is that of “other products”, which manifests clearly the 

technical and technological limitations of the current refining sector in the country. The 

deficit in the production of these “other products” is not only the highest but also is larger 

than the combined deficits of all remaining products.  

 

Looking Forward: Policy Thoughts for Consideration 

The above part addresses the past, but what about the future and the need for new refining 

configuration and capacities? 

Ten years of illusion with private investment modality kept the refining sector at relative 

standstill, if not deteriorating; causing further reliance on importing expensive petroleum 

products. 

In recent years, a total number of publically identified “new” refineries proposed by the 

Ministry of Oil and the Provinces have reached so far 12 (or 13) refineries with a total new 

nameplate refining capacity ranging between 1.425 and 1.530 million barrels per day. Eight of 

these are announced by the Ministry of Oil with combined capacity of 1.160mbd and four are 

announced by the Provincial Councils/governments with combined capacity ranging between 

265kbd and 370kbd.  

Analyzing data, since 2009, on production and consumption of petroleum products clearly 

indicates to three major persistent interrelated patterns:  

First; there is chronic misalignment between production of and demand for petroleum 

products due mainly to outdated refinery configuration and, thus, low utilization rate;  

Second, domestic demand for various petroleum products was increasingly satisfied by 

expensive imports, especially those included in category of “other products” as 

manifested by the magnitude, share and periodic growth rate of these products. (Though 

the Ministry does not publish volumes and costs of imported petroleum products, sources 

indicate that in 2016 the costs of these imports are estimated at $1.2billion and could be 

even higher in 2017); 
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Third, demand growth rates are by far much higher than the corresponding production rates, 

and considering the damage incurred to and obsoleteness of the existing refining 

capacities, demand growth rate is expected to continue outpacing those for production in 

the coming few years.    

 

These three patterns should be the springboard in any debate regarding or effort on 

formulating refinery expansion in the country.  

As a contribution to the debate I would propose the following thoughts for the Ministry to 

consider seriously and thoroughly in its deliberation in this regard (the detailed contents are 

not provided in this executive summary): 

One: Stand-alone vs. Integrated Refineries (backward and/or forward); preference is for the 

latter on the premises of economies of scale and vertical diversification.  

Two: Demand-Driven Refineries; Emphasis on Euro-4 Standard for petroleum products as 

minimum configuration for any new refinery. In this regard, the Ministry should not give 

permission to construct or reconstruct refineries with similar outdated refining 

configuration.    

Three: Prevent excessive surplus capacities; adopt a well-defined measure for analyzing, 

prioritizing, sequencing and selecting viable refineries instead of the “many at once” or 

“adopt what was proposed” that has been offered and followed so far. In this regard, the 

Ministry ought to advise Provincial authorities on the feasibility of their Refinery 

Proposals and Involvement. Also, the Ministry is advised and should strongly resist 

narrow tendencies of Regionalism, Provincialism and Localism; 

Four: Pursue Advanced Technology Upgrading;  The most recent and relevant example is the 

financial and technical support from JICA (Japan) regarding a new technologically 

sophisticated and advanced Fluid Catalytic Cracking-FCC unit that processes fuel oil to 

produce high valued products and Gas Hydrogenation unit to be installed in Basra 

refinery. 

Five: Prioritize Karbala Refinery (the only under-construction project with Euro-4 Standard 

for petroleum products, but suffers from lack of financing and misguided proposals for 

privatizing it at its current stage).  

Six: Keep watchful eye on Missan Refinery (due to its scandalous contract involving the 

financially bankrupt and technologically incompetent company- Satarem). 

Seven: Keep the Government “purchase obligation-free” towards private investors under 

Refinery Law and its amendments.   

Eight: Careful consideration of and final decision regarding Baiji Refinery.  

Nine: Utilize bilateral economic relations and cooperation modalities and export credit 

facilities more actively and effectively, especially for financing Karbala refinery.  

Ten: Full and timely Transparency and disclosure of all data on the refining sector (and the 

petroleum sector-wide plans and programs for 2017 to 2020 as recently announced by the 

Ministry). 

Eleven: Integrate the refining sub-sector with other petroleum sub-sectors within a broader 

national economy development perspectives aiming at increasing horizontal and vertical 

diversification of the economy.   
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